
                      44th Annual Sierra Cup
               An FAI Free Flight America’s Cup Event
                                    October 8-12, 2020
                 Sponsored by the Southern California Aero Team
                                        Lost Hills, California, USA
   
                                  Schedule of Events:

Thursday, October 8   F1E

On the hill starting at 10 AM   Peter Brocks is the Contest Director.

Saturday, October 10  F1A, F1B, F1C, F1Q, F1P

Seven one hour rounds flown from a line as opposed to poles beginning at 8 AM with 
extended maxes to 240 seconds for the first and second rounds, Fly offs to be 
scheduled following regular rounds.  Any fly offs required in any event after Saturday will 
be flown at 7 AM prior to the start of the Kotuku Cup “Big” events.

Monday, October 12  The “Mini” Events F1G F1H F1J and F1S
 
The Mini Events will be combined with the Kotuku Cup Mini Events (two distinct 
contests).  There will be five 90 minute rounds in which to fly in both contests (one 
round in each contest per round for a total of two flights per round).  Kotuku Cup flies 
first each round and will have the first round timed to the ground as a tie breaker.  Sierra 
Cup will have fly offs after the Kotuku Cup is concluded.

General Rules:

The contest will be run to current FAI rules and Sporting Code.
No motor flapping is allowed.
This is a time one/fly one format so buddy up with a fellow competitor for timing.
FAI stamp is required for the Big events if flying for World Cup Points.
Speed limit on all roads is 20 miles per hour for dust mitigation.
Do not climb trees to retrieve models.
Covid 19 protocols will be in place and there will be a flyer with rules.

                                             Mike McKeever-CD
                                               (916) 390-3212
                                           vamckeever@aol.com
Entry Fees:
F1A, F1B F1C F1Q, F1E           $35
F1G F1H F1J F1P and F1S       $15    Junior fees are $5 for any event.
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